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PS008CAS5-021007E
Notes on bugs of H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler
The H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler has some bugs shown below. These bugs will be fixed in the version 4.0.04
compiler. This version of the compiler will be shipped in the H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler Package Version
5.0.03 for Windows and Version 4.0.07 for UNIX.
1. Incorrect code related to a unary minus operator
[The versions concerned] The version 1.0 to 4.0.03 of the H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler
[The symptom of the bug]
The evaluation of a unary minus operator might be wrong if the unary minus operator is applied after a type
conversion from a char, short or int type variable, including an implicit type conversion.
[The example of the bug #1]
[The source program]
char c:
short s;
int i;
long l;
void sub()
{
s = –c;
/* when c=–128, s=–128 (s=128 is correct) */
i = –c;
/* when c=–128, i=–128 (i=128 is correct) */
l = – (long)c;
/* when c=–128, s=–128 (s=128 is correct) */
l = – (long)s;
/* when s=–32768, l=–32768 (l=32768is correct) */
l = –(long)i;
/* when i=–32768, l=–32768 (l=32768is correct) */
}
[The incorrect code] s=–c in the above source program is incorrectly compiled as follows.
MOV.B @_c,R0L
NEG.B R0L
EXTS.W R0
MOV.W R0,@_s
[The correct code] s=–c in the above source program should be compiled as follows
MOV.B @_c,R0L
EXTS.W R0
NEG.W R0
MOV.W R0,@_s
[The condition in which the bug occurs]
The bug occurs if both of the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) A unary minus operator is applied after one of the following type conversions is done
A char type variable is converted into the short, int, or long type
A short type variable is converted into the long type
An int type variable is converted into the long type
(2) Each of the above variables has the value shown below
The char type variable has –128.
The short type variable has –32768.
The int type variable has –32768.
[How to avoid the bug]
Avoid the bug through one of the following methods.
(1) Apply a type conversion before a unary minus operator.
[The example of code change] s=–c; in the example of the bug #1 is changed as follows.
s = c;
s = –s;
(2) Invalidate the optimization by specifying the –optimize=0 option.
Other examples in which the bug occurs are shown below
[The example of the bug #2]
char c;
int i1,i2;
i1 = –c + i2;
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[The example of the bug #3]
char c;
int func();
int func()
{
return( –c );
}
2. Incorrect generation of an AND instruction
[The versions concerned] The version 1.0 to 4.0.03 of the H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler
[The symptom of the bug]
An AND instruction might be incorrectly generated depending on the environment of the compiler (see the
[Remark] below) if a bit-wise AND operator is applied after a shift operator or if the same compound assignment
operators of &=, |= or ^= is applied to the same variable in succession.
[The example of the bug #1]
[The source program]
unsigned int X;
sub( unsigned int Y )
{
X = (Y >> 14) & 0x2 ;
}
[The incorrect code]
MOV.W @_Y,R0
ROTL.W #H'2,R0
AND.L
#H'20002,ER0 ; Incorrect code
MOV.W R0,@_X
[The correct code]
MOV.W @_Y,R0
ROTL.W #H'2,R0
AND.W #H'2,ER0
; Correct code
MOV.W R0,@_X
[The example of the bug #2]
[The source program]
sub( int Y )
{
Y &= 0x3;
Y &= 0x2;
return Y ;
}
[The incorrect code]
AND.L
#H'20002,ER0 ; Incorrect code
[The correct code] s=-c in the above source program should be compiled as follows
AND.W #H'2,R0
; Correct code
[The condition in which the bug occurs]
[Case #1]
The bug occurs if both of the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) A bit-wise AND operator is applied after a constant shift operator is applied to a variable.
(2) The type of the variable and the direction of the shift operator have the following relationship.
The << is applied to a signed char/short/int type variable.
The >> is applied to an unsigned char/short/int type variable.
[Case #2]
The bug occurs if both of the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) A variable is on the left hand side and a constant is on the left hand side of a bit-wise compound
assignment operator of &=, |= or ^=.
(2) Consecutively, a compound assignment expression of the same operator is specified. The same
variable is on the left hand side and a constant is on the left hand side of the same bit-wise compound
assignment operator.
[Remark]
The occurrence of the bug depends on the contents of the host computer’s memory area freed by the compiler.
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Even with the same source program and the same options are specified, the bug may or may not occur
depending on the environment (or host operating system) of the compiler.
[How to avoid the bug]
[Case #1]
Avoid the bug through one of the following methods.
(1) Put the result of the shift operation into a volatile variable, and apply the bit-wise AND operator
to the volatile variable.
[The example of code change]
volatile unsigned int dummy;
dummy = Y >> 14;
X = dummy & 0x2;
(2) Invalidate the optimization by specifying the –optimize=0 option.
[Case #2]
Avoid the bug through one of the following methods.
(1) Combine the two consecutive bit-wise compound assignments into one.
[The example of code change]
Y &= 0x2;
(2) Invalidate the optimization by specifying the –optimize=0 option.
3. Inactivation of the loop invariant code motion
[The versions concerned] The version 3.0 to 4.0.03 of the H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler
[The symptom of the bug]
The optimization of the loop invariant code motion may not work depending on the environment of the compiler
(see the [Remark] below).
[The example of the bug #1]
[The source program]
for ( ... ; ... ; ... ){
for ( ... ; ... ; ... )
X = 0;

}
A loop like this is compiled as follows.
[The code that the optimization does not work]
…
BRA
L1
; (A)
L2:
…
BRA
L3
L4:
…
SUB.W
E0,E0
; (X)
MOV.W
E0,@_X
L3:
…
Bcc
L4
L1:
…
Bcc
L2
; (B)
If the register E0 at (X) above is not used at any other point between (A) and (B), the code of (X)
can be moved to the loop entrance as shown below.
[The code the optimization has worked]
…
SUB.W E0,E0
;ß---------+ code motion
BRA
L1
; (A)
|
L2:
|
…
|
BRA
L3
|
L4:
|
…
|
; (X)-------+
MOV.W
E0,@_X
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L3:
…
Bcc

L4

L1:
…
Bcc
L2
; (B)
This optimization, or code motion, makes the loop execution faster. But the bug may prevent the code
motion from working even though the conditions for the code motion to work is satisfied.
[The condition in which the bug occurs]
The loop invariant code motion does not work if all of the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) A loop (e.g. for , while and so on) exits.
(2) A loop invariant code such as SUB.W E0,E0 above exists in the loop.
(3) Some code is deleted from the loop through another optimization.
[Remark]
The occurrence of the bug depends on the contents of the host computer’s memory area freed by the
compiler. Even with the same source program and the same options are specified, the bug may or may
not occur depending on the environment (or host operating system) of the compiler.
[How to avoid the bug]
Avoid the bug through the following method.
(1) Dividing the loop into two may activate the loop invariant code motion.
4. Incorrect branch code
[The versions concerned] The version 1.0 to 4.0.03 of the H8S,H8/300 Series C/C++ compiler
[The symptom of the bug]
A conditional branch after a comparison may be incorrectly taken or incorrectly not taken if one operand of the
comparison has caused an overflow in its operation (Case #1). Furthermore, the same symptom occurs if that
overflow is the result of an optimization to perform an operation in the smaller size (e.g. int type operation is
performed in char type operation) triggered by a type-conversion (Case #2).
[The example of the bug – Case #1]
[The source program]
int i1=1;
int i2=–32767;
if ( (i1 – i2) < 0)
printf("OK\n");
else
printf("NG\n");
The result of (i1 – i2) should be –32768 and “OK” should be printed. But the bug prints “NG”.
[The incorrect code]
MOV.W @_i1,R0
MOV.W @_i2,R1
SUB.W R1,R0
BGE
Ln
[The correct code]
MOV.W @_i1,R0
MOV.W @_i2,R1
SUB.W R1,R0
MOV.W R0,R0
; This instruction is mistakenly deleted in the incorrect code above
BGE
Ln
The V (overflow) flag of the CCR affects the BGE instruction. The BGE instruction above is used assuming that
MOV.W R0,R0 above always clears the V flag. But SUB.W R1,R0 above can change the V flag. Deleting MOV.W
R0,R0 does not guarantee that the V flag is always cleared when the BGE instruction is executed.
[The example of the bug – Case #2]
[The source program]
int c1=1;
int c2=–127;
if ( (char) (c1 – c2) < 0)
printf("OK\n");
else
printf("NG\n");
The result of (c1 – c2) should be –128 and “OK” should be printed. But the bug prints “NG”. According to the
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ANSI standard, (c1 – c2) should be an int-type operation and then no overflow occurs. But the optimization to
perform the operation in the smaller size (i.e., char) can cause an overflow.
[The condition in which the bug occurs]
The bug occurs if all of the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) An expression is compared to a constant.
If ( <expression> OP <constant> )
(2) For the OP, or operation, in (1) the <constant> has the following value, respectively.
OP <constant>
< 0 or 1
> 0 or 1
<= 0
>= 0
(3) The <expression> in (1) has one of the following skeleton.
(char) ([unsigned]char {+|–} [unsigned]char)
/* including the case where an operand is 1 or 2 */
(int {+|–} int)
/* including the case where an operand is 1 or 2 */
(int ) ([unsigned] int {+|–} [unsigned] int)
/* including the case where an operand is 1 or 2 */
(long )([unsigned] int {+|–} [unsigned] int)
/* including the case where an operand is 1 or 2 */
( long {+|–} long)
/* including the case where an operand is 1 or 2 */
(char) (–char)
(–int)
(–long)

/* the value given is –128 */
/* the value given is –32768 */
/* the value given 0x80000000 */

(char++)
(int++)
(long++)

/* the value given is 127 */
/* the value given is 32767 */
/* the value given is 0x7FFFFFFF */

(char– –)
/* the value given is –128 */
(int– –)
/* the value given is –32768 */
(long– –)
/* the value given is 0x80000000 */
[How to avoid the bug]
Avoid the bug by executing an expression before comparison.
[The example of code change – Case #1]
int i1=1;
int i2=–32767;
int i3;
i3 = i1 – i2;
if ( i3 < 0 )
printf("OK\n");
else
printf("NG\n");
[The example of code change – Case #2]
char c1=1;
char c2=–127;
char c3;
c3=(char)(c1 – c2);
if ( c3 < 0 )
printf("OK\n");
else
printf("NG\n");
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